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0. PRELIMINARY CONSIDERATIONS

Caution is in order when discussing the reasons for Linguistic Change (= LC), but especially when this involves syntactic structures, which represent the most constant or least prone to influence within language (Skalička in Ramat 1976: 111; Blasco 1986a: 85). Well known amongst linguists is the widespread reluctance of XIXth Century comparatists to analyse or even describe syntactic structures (let alone syntactic changes\(^1\)). This deficit might be ascribed not only to the prominence assigned by the Junggrammatiker and the Comparatists like Meillet to the phonetic evolutions and laws, but also to the incapacity of their (rudimentary) model to assess syntactic developments within a homogeneous and structurally rigid norm, as the *scripta* represents. Then, as Alberto Várvaro has eloquently pointed out (1984: 9), historical grammars and linguistic histories of, say, Greek or Latin or other well-attested Indoeuropean languages, have focussed their attention on literary documentation alone, leaving aside the rich, and, as far as the regularity of change is concerned, controversial contribution of non-normative evidence. The main problem with this approach is that it gives way to a gap in the illustration of linguistic evolution, a gap which prevents us from reaching a satisfactory explanation of two temporally very distant stages of the development. In the following discussion I shall comment briefly the advantages which derive for the linguist, when he centres his attention on *substandard* or

---

\(^1\) It has long been claimed that the Pre-Structuralists did not possess a well-formed theory of syntax, at least not until the explicit remarks of Ries, but Rosiello (1986) has cogently argued that indeed their linguistic programm included such a theory.
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dialectal data, and the methods he can apply to arrive at diachronic explanations with the dialectal material (written or oral), which he has collected. My theoretical considerations will be complemented by empirical evaluation.

1. NORM VERSUS SUBSTANDARD

As it has already been suggested, much disarray is observed among Pre-structuralists when dealing with non-normative (i.e. dialectal) data (see Meillet (1930) 1976; nonetheless, criticism of Meillet’s approach should actually be softened, for, as Emidio De Felice points out in his rich introduction to the Lineamenti di storia della lingua greca, he does devote some space to colloquial and vulgar documentation). The main problem that faces the Comparatist who pretends to offer a detailed analysis of LC, yet restricts his attention to literary scripta (of Latin for ex.) is that this represents (in the words of Marcello Durante 1981: 6):

“un ideale letterario di perfezione formale, un linguaggio calibrato a misura d’arte che non è suscettibile d’evoluzione storica nei suoi principi costitutivi”.

We must conclude then that much evidence of LC remains concealed by the tendency, inherent in every idealised literary norm, to exclude those innovations (= evidence of LC!) which belong to the lower classes or to vulgar speech, or which do not fit into the artificial model (περὶ χρή) of scripta. Hence, we find ourselves confronted with a stark dichotomy, between norm and substandard varieties, of which only the first has been handed down to us integrally. The tricky problem of defining with accuracy the substandard language cannot be undertaken in this short paper, so I distinguish only two main groups, narrowly related to each other: (1) colloquial or vulgar speech (not necessarily tied to oral communication) and (2) dialectal evidence.

The importance of dialectal evidence for the history of language need not be proven here: none would dispute that since Gilliéron’s attempt to correlate linguistic geography and LC, dialectology has come to represent an indispensable tool for the reconstruction of lost stages and pro-

---

2 Remember the precept of Cicero de Am., 2 Fan., which advises avoiding words never heard or used before, mainly in extrarethorical contexts.

3 The literature which deals with this subject is fairly extensive: see among others Holtus-Radtke (1986 and 1988) for some important contributions.
cesses of change. Not so widespread is the acquisition according to which
colloquial (that meaning not carefully structured) speech or written
documentation may as well contribute to clearing out scarcely attested
phenomena. Adams (1976), Calboli (1978), Warner (1980) and Ramat
(1984: 137-142) have shown convincingly that the established fundamental
word order of Latin SOV, which we infer from the rich literary docu-
mentation, underwent a radical re-analysis towards the romance output
SVO in the mouths of lower class speakers from the time of Plauto
onwards (or even earlier).

A look at Greek evidence gained through the accumulation of classi-
cal structures (for instance in the manuals of Meillet, Pisani, Schwyzer,
Heilmann-Ghiselli etc.) provides us with an equally unconvincing impres-
sion. Apart from some frequent constructions with θέλω, almost nothing
is said about contemporary rival forms (μελλω + inf., γίνομαι + adj.,
βούλομαι), which consolidate their functional value within the non-
standard language and even gain ground in certain functions, irrepec-
table of the parallel trend in the standard variety. The shift of μελλω con-
tinutes an outstanding example: it expressed, coupled with an infinitive,
the progressive Aktionsart, but soon became a rival to the future I, although
examples of this new function are very scarce, and we are compelled to
search for them in the late non-standard, popular writings of Romanos the
Melodist, Ioannes Malalas or even Ioannes Moschos C. VII): μελλω
δράν, πράττειτε μέλλει, εἰ προσεύξῃ ὁ ὅρος, ἃν ἴσωθε σὺ μέλλεις ποιεῖν.

Our pressing claim that new, fresh evidence for linguistic change
must be sought in substandard varieties, rests upon the assumption, that
LC tends to be anything but neat, linear or unidirectional, and that it
can not be envisaged with the narrow terms of traditional historical
grammar. We are compelled to verify the adequacy of modern theories,
which enable us to understand the multiple forces underlying LC and
which permits us to make up satisfactory devices for predicting the di-
rection of future change.

---

Brief remarks about sporadic uses of μελλω as quasi-future are given also by Aker
(1861: 19), Mutzbauer (1909: 47), Stahl (1907: 147), Aalto (1953: 102), Banessc
(1915: 75), Joseph (1983a: 57-75). In my opinion the Campidanese (Sardinian)
construction with μέγει, which can denote immediate futurity (μέγει (d) e mi γροκά
e ’I am about to go to bed’) or the continous present tense (μέγει (d) (e) ςαί γιάςσειν ’I am
doing that’) is a structure borrowed from Greek (probably formed through the agglu-
tination of μελλω + έγώ -> μέγει).
2. TYPOLOGY OF NON-STANDARD, SYNTACTIC CHANGE AND RECONSTRUCTION

Judging from the scarce attention paid to syntax, traditional approaches seem to be inadequate for the examination of LC. Indeed Rosiello (1986; see also Ramat 1984: § 1) has brilliantly demonstrated that devices largely used by Junggrammatiker on the one hand, and by the Generative School on the other hand, show the unacceptable recourse to nomological-deductive heuristics. Their explanations of LC are based on the loose generalisation of laws, which according to the underlying Hempel-Oppenheim model, are deduced from regular empirical evidence (which entails a methodological circularus vitiosus!). Although I firmly believe that, compared with previous models, new proposals of highly restricted syntactic theories elaborated by Chomsky and other Generativists may offer alternative ways of explaining LC, a global judgement about their adequacy at present would be premature. Instead, Typology reveals itself as a fairly promising procedure for tackling diachronic problems, because it is concerned with inductive strategies, which are better suited to facilitate approximated inferences about further developments. Besides, typological analysis is, in my opinion, closely related to structural theories, for both postulate certain probable directions for LC within a pre-established, well ordered or symmetrical system. I will examine shortly three syntactic phenomena, which might contribute to shed some light on the direction of LC.

---


6 Vid. Coseriu (1983, 1983a, 1983b), Lüdtke (1979, 1984, 1986), Lehmann (1985), Ramat (1976, 1984, 1986: 234-244). Typological approaches assume that predictions about process of change must take place within universal actualised models (see Greenberg 1974); this restriction automatically excludes non-actualised models (which on the contrary are allowed by Generativist) and turn out to be much more realistic.
3. TYPOLOGICAL APPROACH TO LC

3.1. The Markedness of the Accusative Object in Indo-European

Since the discovery of ergative constructions, many linguists have dwelt upon the possibility that Proto-Indo-European did possess such a fundamental structure, a theory to which famous names are closely related: Uhlenbeck, Birnbaum, Vaillant, Kuryłowicz, Martinet, Schmalstieg and more recently Karl Horst Schmidt7. Considering here only what might be called the typological background of ergativity (and leaving aside previous approaches, which are too specific and unilateral), we notice that more attention has been dedicated to those correlative features (Korrelationsbündel of Vennemann) which frequently co-occur together with ergative structures. Without entering now into a lengthy discussion (my only interest is to underline some benefits of this new framework), I would like to point out that acquisitions gained through accurate analysis of classical literature (see Villar 1983) often clash with those obtained through careful accumulation of data from present dialects or non-literary sources. Thus, Karl Horst Schmidt has repeatedly proven (1979, 1983) that some parallels between the behaviour of the so-called *casus indefinitus* and its gradual substitution by accusative markedness in neocaucasian languages on the one hand, and the remains of a *casus indefinitus* (so Vedic dhanḍ, parit = gr. πέποινα) with cachetoric functions in Indo-European languages on the other hand, could support the hypothesis of an ergative Proto-Indo-European type, which would follow a similar trend. Georg Bossong, on his own, has also observed that in NeoIranian dialects the full ergative type is being gradually substituted by split-ergativity (i.e. ergative markedness only in perterital tenses, not in present ones8) and *accusative-markedness*, the latter being represented by multiple cases (genitive, dative, ablative, locative: note that these are the same cases which the *casus indefinitus* takes over in ergative lan-

7 Vid. Schmidt (1979, 1983).
guages!). Finally a brief comment on the typological situation. Traditional approaches have often omitted to postulate a relationship between the origin of new markedness and the crisis of the stable word order SOV\(^9\). Actually a shift in the basic opposition ergative - accusative often promotes a concomitant effect on the whole syntactic system, insofar as it provokes a separate markedness for accusative (quite often with modifiers dislocated to the right)\(^10\) and a collapse of the basic word order. Now, if we add to the facts of which we are reminded by Schmidt and Bossong the tendency to violate the basic order of constituents in some Indo-european languages (see Lehmann 1978, Li 1976) and transform this into SVO, we realise that typological analysis offers a far-reaching perspective for predictions about the direction (Helmut Lüdtke: Gerichtetheit) of LC. The three points treated above are here summarised in schematic form (± means: both descriptions apply, but + X is dominant):

Typological Construction: Casus Indefinitus Ergativity Word Order

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Languages /</th>
<th>± ergative</th>
<th>[? (full)]</th>
<th>[+ SOV/MODF → N]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Proto-IE.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iranian/Caucasian</td>
<td></td>
<td>[split-ergativity]</td>
<td>[SOV/SVO, N ← MODF]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(South)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Late IE.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Romance</td>
<td>[+ accusative]</td>
<td></td>
<td>[+ SVO/N ← MODF]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We should not be impressed, after all, that the pattern shown by Iranian/Caucasian dialects represents a typologically plausible precedent for proto-Indo-European development, accusative markedness being the end result of a systematic shift.

\(^9\) So Villar (1983) who does not include a careful examination of this matter in his well-founded theory of accusativeness; see also Bossong (1984a) for further details.

\(^10\) With MODF → N I mean modifiers placed to the left of nominal, modified syntagmas. I would like to point out here that some basic word order patterns (like that of Friedrich 1975) are taken for granted for the whole branch of Indo-European languages, albeit some of them (Osco-Umbrian, non-Classical Latin) allow significant deviations (N ← MODF, SVO etc.).
3.2. Relativisation in Substandard Romance: Towards a New Strategy?

Claims made by Keenan and Comrie (1977, 1979) concerning relativisation in Universal Grammar and interaction of relative clause formation with the noun phrase accessibility hierarchy reveal that, from a descriptive standpoint, we must reckon with three main types of construction:

1. inflected REL (lative) morpheme heading the embedded clause, with its markedness (case, gender, number) dependent on the coindexed nominal;
2. invariant REL marker with anaphoric clitic in the embedded clause (except as subject and after prepositions);
3. invariant REL marker without correlated marked clitic.

Now a brief reference at the non-standard situation today in Romance Languages brings to light a transparent process, which has affected a severe simplification of the Latin and standard proto-system:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{QUI} & \quad \text{CUIJUS} \\
\text{(1) Lat.} & \quad \text{(Standard Romance)}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\begin{array}{c}
\text{ki} \\
\text{ki, kui}
\end{array}
\end{array}
\begin{array}{c}
\text{clitic}\ \text{CASE} \\
\text{ke}
\end{array}
\begin{array}{c}
\text{ki} \\
\text{ke}
\end{array}
\]

It is important to stress once again the fact that an examination of only literary sources, as in Classical Latin, provides us with a distorted, not wholly representative pattern, namely (1), while the inclusion of Vulgar Latin sources changes radically the picture, producing a dichotomy between (1) and (2):

(Vulgata) *cuius* non sum dignus solvere corrigiam calcamentorum *etius*\(^{11}\)
(Gen. 24, 42) si tu prosperas uiam mean *quam* ego nunc ingredior *in eam*
(Formulae Andecavenses) *hominem... quem* ego beneficium *et feci*.

The following sentences, chosen arbitrarily (for further egs. see Basco 1988) make clear that the present trend is to generalise the third strategy, so that prediction of LC in that direction is in my opinion quite admissible\(^{12}\):

\(^{12}\) Compare the situation in Modern Greek (Joseph 1983).
'the man to whom I have given the book'

Popular Italian:
(1) l'uomo (a) cui ho dato il libro
(2) che + gli
(3) che -- $\emptyset_1$ ($t = \text{trace or gap} = \text{deletion site}$)

Popular French:
(2) que je lui (or y)
(3) que -- $\emptyset_1$

It is interesting to observe that nowadays Sardinian does not possess inflected REL markers (see Blasco 1986 and i.p.) and that it has the tendency to speed up the generalization of structure (3) in preference to (2):

Campidanese Sardinian (2) s'òmmi ki dđi âppu donâu su ëbâru
(3) ki -- $\emptyset_1$

The preeminence assigned to strategies (2) and (3) in substandard and dialectal sentences allows us to fill a gap in the documented evidence and postulate a probable direction for further change, with pattern (3) gaining ground and consolidating its position.

3.3. Zaconic and Sardinian Verbal Constructions: Typology and Prediction

I would like to finish this short contribution with an example, which should help us to assess the importance of the typological approach for the explanation and prediction of LC. As outstanding characteristic of the verbal system of Zaconic consists of the use of the present participle to build analytic non-marked constructions, as in the case of present and imperfect indicative:

Zaconic $\overline{\epsilon\mu \overline{\omicron}\nu}$ 'I see' --- $\overline{\epsilon\mu\alpha \overline{\omicron}\nu}$ 'I saw'\(^\text{13}\)

It is important to note, that the constructions mentioned above do not convey any kind of Aktionsart (no continous present!), but act as non-marked substitutes for the Standard Greek equivalents\(^\text{14}\). Further-

\(^{13}\) Similarly *em bariu (= $\overline{\epsilon\mu\nu} $ παριων)* 'έρχομαι', 'I come'; vid. Deffner (1881: 41), Pernot (1934: 10), Aerts (1965: 102), Browning (1982: 32-33), Seller (1952: 111).

\(^{14}\) Many a linguist remains confused when faced with such constructions and asks for an explanation of why there is no evidence of them in classical works. Again, a look at non-standard documents shows how helpful this sort of material may be in bridging gaps. In fact Ioannes Moschos, died 619 in Rome somehow seems to prefer these analytic expressions, not always clearly distinguishable from the simple present (see Mihov-Gabrovec 1960: 115).
more, it is worth observing that the pre-determined forms (the morpheme is placed before the verbal lexeme) create a symmetry in the verbal system, which used already (as does Byzantine Greek) compound forms for the perfect and future tenses. Something similar is happening in Sardinian. As I have repeatedly stated, in this romance language the pre-determined forms are gradually replacing the synthetic (or post-determined) forms and encroaching on their functions. The need to cope with an asymmetrical situation, which derives from the co-presence of analytical future and past forms alongside synthetic present forms, seems to be the inner force which fosters the ongoing substitution (no teleological solution is intended here!):

Campidanese джу сэу бієдђі ‘I see it’ (not: ‘I’m seeing it!’)
issu фіа ppapeндіэдді ‘He ate it’ (not: ‘He was eating it!’)
Logudorese сэе беннеґже ‘I come’ (not: ‘I’m coming!’)

The whole system (as presented in Blasco 1986: 125) is as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Forms:</th>
<th>synthetic</th>
<th>meaning</th>
<th>analytic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>present</td>
<td>L bë́nzo</td>
<td>‘I come’</td>
<td>söe bennë́nde</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C bë́ndë</td>
<td></td>
<td>sëu bennë́đi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>imperfect</td>
<td>L bënniàba</td>
<td>‘He came’</td>
<td>fìbi bennë́đe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C bënniàba</td>
<td></td>
<td>fìbi bennë́đi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>perfect</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>‘He came’</td>
<td>fì bënnë́du</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C</td>
<td></td>
<td>fì bënnë́du</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Now, an explanation of the LC which has taken place in the Zaconic and Sardinian cases can not rest upon the simple observation, that ingressive or continuous marked forms may once become non-marked and denote the mere action without any connotation\(^{15}\); it is more plausible to suppose that the process envisaged here is due to the need of providing all the expressions of time with a similar type of markedness, with a pre-determined markedness.

I suggest that typological comparison also permits us to predict here

\(^{15}\) Despite this position, it is necessary to point out that this functional shift is not rare; cfr. port. estou a ouvir, fico a ouvir ‘I hear’, pop. german ich bin am Schreiben ‘I write’ (Körner 1982).
the direction of the change, namely the deletion of the post-determined forms. Parallel evidence from Zaonic supports this hypothesis.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The aim of this short paper was to show how a coherent examination of non-standard and dialectal material may fill gaps left open by evidence gained solely from literary documentation. Furthermore, I wanted to direct attention to the possibility of applying typological approaches, based on comparison of non-standard or dialectal data, to arriving at a satisfactory answer to the complex problem of LC. I am firmly convinced, as I hope I have shown, that typology, probably more than any previous method, may help us to understand the causes of LC and to predict its direction. Indo-euoepean, Greek and Romance examples seem to support this conviction.
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